Summary
Summary
We have used [ 18 F] 
Introduction
In prior studies with [ 18 F]fluorodeoxyglucose (FDG) and these metabolic changes to pathological increases in the activity of neurons of the internal segment of the globus PET, we related the clinical manifestations of Parkinson's disease to the expression of metabolically abnormal brain pallidus (GPi) and their projections to the ventral thalamus (Alexander et al., 1990; Crossman et al., 1990) . Indeed, we networks characterized by covarying increases in the metabolic activity of the lentiform nucleus and thalamus have demonstrated that unilateral stereotaxic pallidotomy results in a concomitant reduction in thalamic metabolic (Eidelberg et al., 1990 (Eidelberg et al., , 1994 (Eidelberg et al., , 1995a . We have attributed activity indicating significant functional connectivity between Systems, Milwaukee, Wis., USA). The performance characteristics of this instrument have been described these structures in Parkinson's disease patients (Eidelberg et al., 1996) . Intraoperative single unit recording during elsewhere (DeGrado et al., 1994) . This 18 ring bismuth germanate whole-body tomograph produces 35 slices with pallidotomy has been used to localize GPi target cells for surgical ablation (Sterio et al., 1994; Baron et al., 1996) .
an axial field of view of 15 cm and a resolution of 4.2 mm (full width at half maximum) in all directions. Ethical These physiological measurements can also provide the means to assess the relationship between GPi activity and permission for these studies was obtained from the Institute Review Boards of North Shore University Hospital, the expression of disease-related metabolic brain networks in awake patients with Parkinson's disease. In this Manhasset, NY, and the Hospital for Joint Diseases, New York, NY. All patients gave informed consent. investigation, we correlated spontaneous GPi discharge firing rates measured intraoperatively with measurements of
In each PET study patients were positioned in the scanner using a Laitinen stereoadapter (Sandstrom Trade and rCMRGlc obtained preoperatively in the same patients under comparable study conditions. Technology, Inc; Welland, Ontario, Canada) (Laitinen et al., 1985) with three-dimensional laser alignment with reference to the orbitomeatal line. All studies were performed with the subject's eyes open in a dimly lit room and minimal auditory
Material and methods
stimulation. The time course of 18 F radioactivity was
Patients
determined by sampling radial arterial blood. We calculated We studied 42 patients with moderately advanced Parkinson's global and regional cerebral metabolic rates for glucose disease (30 men and 12 women, mean age 57.7 Ϯ 9.6 years;
(GMR and rCMRGlc, respectively) in all FDG/PET studies mean Hoehn and Yahr (H and Y) score 3.2 Ϯ 0.8; mean on a pixel-by-pixel basis employing the autoradiographical disease duration 13.4 Ϯ 6.5 years) undergoing unilateral method as described by us previously (Phelps et al., 1979 ; ventral pallidotomy for bradykinesia and rigidity with severe Takikawa, et al., 1993; Eidelberg et al., 1994) . response fluctuations when on dopaminergic therapy (Dogali et al., 1995) . The hemisphere to be operated was determined clinically as that contralateral to the more affected limbs.
Single unit recording
All patients underwent preoperative MRI for stereotaxic Stereotaxic pallidotomy was subsequently performed between target localization and PET alignment. The MRI scans were 3 days and 3 months after PET imaging (mean interval 25 obtained using a 1.5 T scanner with a whole-brain multislice days). Spontaneous GPi single unit activity was recorded fast spin echo (FSE) sequence [TR (repetition time) ϭ 3400 intraoperatively in an awake medication-free state (Sterio ms, TE (echo time) ϭ 120 ms, 4 mm slice thickness, 250 ϫ et al., 1994) . A protective cannula, fixed to the stereotaxic 256 matrix size, in-plane resolution ϭ 0.8 ϫ 0.8 mm].
frame, guided the microelectrode through a twist drill hole Normal basal ganglia signal was noted in all patients without along the distance to the point 15 mm above the target point. visually evident cortical or subcortical atrophy.
A microdrive was employed to provide micrometer-graded extrusion of the microelectrode tip from the cannula. One to three electrode trajectories were performed for each patient. Single unit activity was recorded extracellularly with specially PET designed tungsten-tip disposable microelectrodes (1 mm Each patient underwent preoperative quantitative FDG/PET diameter at the tip, 1-2 MΩ impedance at 1000 Hz). The imaging (Eidelberg et al., 1994 (Eidelberg et al., , 1996 . During PET scanning, guiding cannula was the reference electrode. Extracellular the patients were awake; all antiparkinsonian medications action potentials were amplified with an AC amplifier (DAMwere withdrawn at least 12 h beforehand. 80, WPI) and simultaneously recorded using standard The first 24 patients (Group A: 17 men and seven women; recording techniques (-6 dB at 300 and 10 000 Hz). mean age 58.4 Ϯ 11.1 years; mean H and Y score 3.3 Ϯ Investigators blinded to the preoperative PET measures (D.S. 0.9; mean disease duration 13.8 Ϯ 7.3 years) were scanned and A.B.) analysed spontaneous spike activity and calculated using the Superpett 3000 tomograph (Scanditronix, Essex, firing rate/time histograms, and interspike and interburst Mass., USA). The performance characteristics of this interval histograms for a total of 780 GPi cells in Group A instrument have been described previously (Robeson et al., patients and 797 cells in Group B patients. The average 1993). This four-ring BaF 2 time-of-flight, whole-body spontaneous activity (spikes per second) for GPi cells was tomograph acquires 14 PET slices with z-axis translation. measured for each patient. The axial field of view of this camera is 10.5 cm. Each slice is 8 mm thick and reconstructed with a transaxial resolution of 8 mm (full width at half maximum). The subsequent 18
Statistical analyses
patients (Group B: 13 men and five women, mean age 56.8 Ϯ 7.2 years; mean H and Y score 3.2 Ϯ 0.6; mean disease
Glucose metabolism
To compare regional metabolic data from Group A and duration 13.0 Ϯ 5.6 years) were scanned using the higher resolution Advance tomograph (General Electric Medical Group B patients, as well as to allow comparison with et al., 1993) in a Parkinson's disease patient undergoing unilateral stereotaxic pallidotomy. The surgical trajectory is depicted by an arrow. Relative hypermetabolism of the lentiform nucleus including the pallidum (arrowhead) in the operative hemisphere is depicted on an FDG/PET slice (pseudocolour) acquired~2 mm below the AC-PC line. The PET slice was transparently overlaid onto a coregistered MRI volume image (grey). The colour stripe represents the regional cerebral metabolic rate for glucose (mg/min/100 g). The MRI surface was built from sequential volume slices spaced 3 mm apart with intermediate interpolation.
previously reported regional values, all scans in both groups Because of the higher spatial resolution of the newer were analysed using identical standardized regions of interest scanner used in the Group B patient studies, we further (Eidelberg et al., 1994 (Eidelberg et al., , 1995a . Region of interest analysis identified several smaller regions of interest in these scans was performed on 256 ϫ 256 PET reconstructions using a which were not resolvable with the older instrument used in SUN microcomputer (SUN Microsystems, Mountain View, the Group A studies. Thus, we divided the lentiform region Calif., USA) with Scan/VP Software .
of interest into its putamenal and GPi subcomponents. We defined the following motor system regions of interest Similarly, the lateral frontal region of interest was divided in the operated hemisphere: caudate and lentiform nuclei, into primary motor and lateral premotor subcomponents, thalamus, and lateral frontal (corresponding to a composite corresponding to Brodmann areas 4 and 6, respectively. of Brodmann areas 4 and 6) and paracentral (corresponding to the supplementary motor area) cortices (Eidelberg et al., 1994) . Regions of interest were defined interactively on
Physiological-metabolic correlations reconstructed PET slices by visual inspection with reference
We explored the regional metabolic correlates of GPi single to coplanar MRI (Fig. 1) . The mean size of the region of unit activity by computing Pearson product-moment interest ranged between 40 pixels for the caudate nucleus correlation coefficients between selected GMR-normalized and 180 pixels for the lateral frontal region (1 pixel ϭ 4 rCMRGlc values and intraoperative firing rates. In both mm 2 ). To reduce partial volume effects, we calculated 'peak' patient groups, we separately correlated GPi firing rates with rCMRGlc values by averaging the upper 20% of region of rCMRGlc/GMR values measured in the selected motor system interest pixel values (Rottenberg et al., 1991) . Whenever regions of interest identified in the operated hemisphere. anatomical regions straddled contiguous PET slices, the Regional correlations with GPi activity were carried out rCMRGlc was calculated by weighting component region of independently for the members of Group A and the members interest values by the number of thresholded pixels on each of Group B. Because of the higher resolution of the Group region of interest. To reduce intersubject variability, regional B scans, we additionally correlated GPi firing rates obtained metabolic measurements were normalized by global hemispheric values (rCMRGlc/GMR).
in Group B patients with estimates of regional metabolism parallel to the AC-PC line with an effective interplanar distance of 4 mm. Images were smoothed with a Gaussian filter of 10 mm diameter to compensate for intersubject (i) A diffuse or regional-independent scaling factor (global scaling factor) modulating or scaling all regional values for gyral variability and to attenuate high-frequency noise, thus increasing the signal-to-noise ratio.
a given individual. The global scaling factor is similar to the GMR, but the contributions of the regional covariance patterns Individual differences in global metabolism across subjects were removed by analysis of covariance with GMR as the are removed in the calculation of the global scaling factor.
(ii) Independent sets of brain networks corresponding to confounding variable. The pixel values of rCMRGlc in these maps together with the associated adjusted error variances different independent (orthogonal) regional metabolic covariance patterns. In scaled subprofile model analysis the were used for further statistical analysis. In this study, we sought to identify pixel clusters correlating significantly with contribution of a particular brain region to a covariance pattern, i.e. its relative importance in the covariance GPi firing rates. These correlations were displayed as SPM(Z) maps with a threshold set at P Ͻ 0.05, corrected for multiple relationships within the pattern, is quantified by its regional weight. Therefore, the covariance pattern is a vector of non-independent comparisons (Friston et al., 1995) .
regional values representing the covariance relationships among the brain regions. Because different individuals express these relationships to greater or lesser degrees,
Metabolic network analysis
To determine whether the expression of Parkinson's diseasescaled subprofile model computes a subject score (principal components analysis scalar) to quantify individual differences related metabolic brain networks was correlated with GPi neuronal activity, we also analysed the Group B rCMRGlc in expressing each pattern.
In the current study we applied scaled subprofile model to data with the scaled subprofile model. The mathematical properties of this model, its statistical assumptions, and Group B rCMRGlc data measured in 15 standardized regions of interest in the operated cerebral hemisphere, the computational procedures have been described in detail elsewhere (Moeller et al., 1987; Moeller and Strother, 1991;  contralateral cerebellum, the pons and the midbrain (Table  1 ). Scaled subprofile model analysis was performed blind to Alexander and Moeller, 1994) . As a modified principal components analysis, scaled subprofile model analysis the intraoperative firing rate data. These computations involved subtraction of the mean value at each of the 18 characterizes patterns of brain function across all regions sampled. In the study the analysis was performed with the regions of interest, determined across the total sample, from each subject's regional values. A principal components regional metabolic data from the 18 Group B Parkinson's disease patients, entered together into the principal analysis was performed on the transposed covariance matrix of these difference scores to extract a set of principal components analysis, blind to the intraoperative GPi physiological measurements. It was expected that components components. The region weights on each principal component described a metabolic covariance pattern. The number of obtained from the analysis would reflect regional covariance patterns expressed across patients to varying degrees. principal components to be retained was determined by applying the Scree test (Stevens, 1986) to the set of The scaled subprofile model proposes that, for each subject, each regional rCMRGlc is comprised of two basic elements.
eigenvalues and by examining the extent to which the subject scores accounted for the variance in GMR values. The firing rates and ipsilateral thalamic metabolism (r ϭ 0.69, P Ͻ 0.005; Fig. 2 ). Correlations between GPi firing rates and corresponding subject scores quantified the extent to which these patterns were expressed by individual patients glucose metabolism in the caudate and putamen were not statistically significant (r Ͻ 0.33, P Ͼ 0.1), although a (Eidelberg et al., 1990 (Eidelberg et al., , 1994 (Eidelberg et al., , 1995a .
We determined whether the GPi firing rates correlated trend was discerned between this physiological measure and estimates of GPi metabolism (r ϭ 0.41, P ϭ 0.09). GPi with the expression of the independent covariance patterns identified in the scaled subprofile model analysis. We neuronal activity did not correlate significantly with increases in motor cortex metabolism, in either of Brodmann areas 4 computed Pearson product-moment correlation coefficients to correlate GPi activity with the pattern subject scores. The and 6 (r Ͻ 0.12, P Ͼ 0.6). SPM analysis of Group B scans confirmed the results of correlations were considered significant when P Ͻ 0.05, incorporating an ordered Bonferroni procedure with ranking the region of interest analysis. Figure 3 shows an SPM(Z) display of significant positive correlations with GPi firing by eigenvalue (Rosenthal and Rubin, 1986; cf. Eidelberg et al., 1994) . All statistical analyses were performed using rate. In this analysis we detected a significant cluster of pixels correlating positively with GPi activity (P Ͻ 0.05, SAS (SAS Institute, Cary, NC, USA). corrected). In this cluster the physiological-metabolic correlation was maximal in the ipsilateral ventral thalamus at coordinates x ϭ -6, y ϭ -16, z ϭ 4 mm (Z max ϭ 4.47,
Results

P Ͻ 0.0001). This cluster included a second maximum in
Physiological-metabolic correlations
the ipsilateral GPi at coordinates x ϭ -14, y ϭ 0, z ϭ -4
Group A (n ϭ 24) mm (Z max ϭ 3.51, P Ͻ 0.0001). SPM analysis did not reveal We found significant positive correlations between mean significant pixel clusters which were negatively correlated spontaneous GPi firing rates and ipsilateral thalamic glucose with GPi single unit activity. metabolism (r ϭ 0.41, P Ͻ 0.05; Fig. 2 ). Correlations between GPi activity and rCMRRGlc measured in the caudate and the lentiform nuclei and in the lateral frontal and paracentral regions did not achieve statistical significance (r
Metabolic network analysis
In the scaled subprofile model analysis of the Group B Ͻ 0.35, P Ͼ 0.1).
rCMRGlc data, the first principal component accounted for 44.5% of the subjectϫregion variance. Individual differences in manifesting this pattern accounted for 62.7% of the variance
Group B (n ϭ 18)
Using a higher resolution tomograph, we confirmed the in hemispheric GMR. This indicated that a substantial portion of GMR variability was due to individual differences in these presence of significant positive correlations between GPi weights ജ1 associated with motor control systems.
metabolic correlation in turn. The most salient regional topographical effects. The region weights for this pattern are presented in Table 2 . The polarity of the pattern was oriented relationship between brain metabolism and GPi activity was evident in the thalamus. We noted a significant positive so that subject scores had positive values. The calcarine cortex had a regional value near zero, defining it as a correlation between intraoperative GPi firing rates and preoperative thalamic glucose utilization in two independent reference point with which to compare the other region weights in the covariance pattern (Eidelberg et al., 1994) . groups of patients studied on different tomographs. Indeed, the magnitude of this physiological-metabolic correlation Regions having weights with an absolute value ജ1 accounted for over 50% of variance in the normalized metabolic data was greater in the patient group studied on the higher resolution instrument, perhaps due to its superior axial (P Ͻ 0.01, corrected for multiple regions of interest).
The topography of this pattern (Fig. 4) was characterized sampling and sensitivity. Moreover, this result was confirmed in the second patient group using a pixel-based approach in by relative increases in metabolism in the putamen, pallidum and thalamus of the operated hemisphere associated with which the maximum metabolic correlation with GPi neuronal activity was localized to the ventral thalamus, a major target covariate metabolic increases in the midbrain and pons. We found that intraoperative GPi firing rates correlated of inhibitory efferent projections from the motor pallidum (Alexander et al., 1990; Parent and Hazrati, 1995) . The significantly with subject scores for this pattern (r ϭ 0.65, P Ͻ 0.005; Fig. 5 ), but not with global scaling factor global positive correlation between GPi activity and thalamic glucose utilization is consistent with our previous PET studies metabolic values (r ϭ 0.03, not significant). Additionally, we found that region weights for this pattern correlated demonstrating declines in thalamic metabolism following pallidotomy (Eidelberg et al., 1996) . These findings also significantly (r ϭ 0.66, P Ͻ 0.005) with those for the Parkinson's disease-related covariance pattern identified by suggest that in humans the activity-dependent uptake of FDG may be related to energy consumption in nerve terminals and us in prior FDG/PET studies (Eidelberg et al., 1994 (Eidelberg et al., , 1995a .
synapses. This conclusion is supported by stimulation studies in experimental animals indicating that [ 14 C]2-deoxyglucose uptake occurs predominantly in regions rich in synapses and
Discussion
Our studies indicate that spontaneous GPi single unit activity neuropil rather than in cell bodies (Schwartz et al., 1979; Mata et al., 1980; Auker et al., 1983; Kadekaro et al., 1985 ; recorded in awake unmedicated Parkinson's disease patients undergoing unilateral pallidotomy correlates with regional Sokoloff, 1991) . Additionally, our findings in humans suggest that increases in cerebral glucose utilization can also be glucose utilization in the thalamus and, locally, in the internal pallidum. We will discuss these two foci of physiologicalassociated with inhibitory neurotransmission, a finding also Table 2 ). Region weights have been mapped on standardized Talairach MRI sections (left: coronal y ϭ -12 mm, sagittal x ϭ -12 mm; right: sagittal x ϭ -4 mm) by regressing the subject scores for this pattern against normalized glucose metabolism on a pixel-by-pixel basis. (Z-threshold was set at 4.2, corresponding to P Ͻ 0.001, corrected; the operated hemisphere appears on the right). This pattern was characterized by a network of regional metabolic covariation involving the putamen, pallidum and thalamus (left) as well as the midbrain and pons (right).
supported in experimental animal studies (Ackermann et al., 1984; Sokoloff, 1991) . Utilizing a pixel-based approach in the analysis of the higher resolution FDG/PET data, we also detected a local physiological-metabolic correlation in the GPi itself. The possibility of a local relationship between regional glucose utilization and cell-body activity receives support from the results of experimental antidromic stimulation of the rat external carotid nerve (Yarowsky et al., 1985) . We, however, interpret the observed correlation between GPi neuronal activity and local regional metabolism with caution. In contrast to the correlation between GPi activity and thalamic metabolism, the pallidal physiological-metabolic relationship was of comparatively lower magnitude and could not be validated across independent patient cohorts because of the limited spatial resolution of the older tomograph. Additionally, the presence of significant local physiologicalthe regional metabolic covariance pattern depicted in Fig. 4 and metabolic correlations do not necessarily imply direct glucose intraoperative recordings of spontaneous internal pallidal (GPi) consumption in cell bodies. Indeed, both GPi neuronal activity firing rate. A significant positive correlation (r ϭ 0.65, P Ͻ 0.005) was found between these variables. and metabolic rate may be co-modulated by excitatory neuronal afferents from an extrinsic source such as the from the GPi and substantia nigra par reticularis to the habenula and superior colliculus, respectively (Parent and subthalamic nucleus (Alexander et al., 1990; Crossman, 1990; Parent and Hazrati, 1995) . Hazrati, 1995) . We discerned a significant correlation between regional Our studies indicate that significant correlations exist between spontaneous GPi firing rates and regional cerebral weights for this covariance pattern and a related pattern reported by us previously in association with Parkinson's glucose metabolism in both the ventral thalamus and the internal pallidum. These findings suggest that the recorded disease (Eidelberg et al., 1990 (Eidelberg et al., , 1994 (Eidelberg et al., , 1995a . This raises the possibility that both these patterns are metabolic indicators GPi discharges may be related to, and indeed may modulate, the metabolic activity of GPi efferent projection systems. In of nigrostriatal dopaminergic dysfunction. Thus, the observed correlations between GPi neuronal activity and brain order to examine the relationship between specific metabolic networks associated with Parkinson's disease and spontaneous metabolism may perhaps be disease-related and not characteristic of normal physiology. We found, however, that GPi neuronal activity, we applied scaled subprofile model to the patient rCMRGlc data from the high resolution scanner.
region weights for the Parkinson's disease-related pattern accounted for only 37.2% of the variance in the pattern In our principal components analysis we found that the first principal component accounted for nearly half of the total associated with GPi activity, indicating that in spite of basic similarities, the two patterns are by no means identical. metabolic variability across regions and subjects. Moreover, the expression of this covariance pattern in individual patients Specifically, we found that these metabolic topographies differed mainly in the representation of the primary and was highly correlated with independent intraoperative measurements of their GPi activity. This covariance pattern auxiliary motor cortices. These regions were found to be associated with relative metabolic reductions (negative region was characterized by significant functional interactions (high positive region weights) of the subcomponents of the weights) in the covariance patterns previously reported by us in parkinsonism (Eidelberg et al., 1990 (Eidelberg et al., , 1994 (Eidelberg et al., , 1996 . It lentiform nucleus (putamen and pallidum), thalamus, pons and midbrain. Thus, scaled subprofile model network analysis is important to note that these earlier patterns were identified in combined groups comprising Parkinson's disease patients identified the thalamus and basal ganglia regions demonstrated by us in the preceding analyses to be directly and normals. Moreover, the Parkinson's disease patient subgroup for those studies had a wide range of clinical correlated with GPi activity. However, the scaled subprofile model also disclosed areas in the brainstem which covaried disability (H and Y Stages I-IV). We have found that the individual subject scores for the covariance patterns identified significantly with the metabolic activity of the other regions in the network. We interpret this metabolic topography as a utilizing this combined-group analytical approach are significantly correlated with independent clinical disability neural network comprising the major outflow projections of the internal pallidum. Specifically, we consider the major ratings (Eidelberg et al., 1990 (Eidelberg et al., , 1994 (Eidelberg et al., , 1995a . We postulate that variability in the modulation of the entire basal ganglia contributions of the pallidum, thalamus and pons to this covariance pattern to be the functional correlates of the wellthalamocortical motor circuit, including network-related motor cortex and pallido-thalamic activity, is the critical defined efferent projections from GPi to the ventral tier and intralaminar thalamic nuclei, and to the pedunculopontine determinant of individual differences in motor performance. This point is underscored in the case of pallidotomy in tegmental nucleus (Parent and Hazrati, 1995) . Although these areas cannot be individually discerned with PET, scaled which the postoperative improvement in motor function was accurately estimated by the modulation of a covariance subprofile model analysis can be used to identify functional interactions among small structures even if they are situated pattern which contained significant contributions from the supplementary motor area. Indeed, operative changes in the within larger and functionally heterogeneous anatomically designated regions of interest (Eidelberg et al., 1994) . expression of this network were found to be more closely correlated with surgical outcome than isolated metabolic In addition to pallido-thalamic and pallido-pontine efferent projections, this network also comprises sources of afferent changes in the basal ganglia and thalamus (Eidelberg et al., 1996) . projections to GPi including both the putamen and the pedunculopontine tegmental nucleus (Parent and Hazrati, By contrast, the current analysis was performed utilizing metabolic data from a limited group of Parkinson's disease 1995). Although the contralateral cerebellum also contributes to this network (albeit to a lesser degree than the basal patients with advanced parkinsonism (primarily H and Y Stages III-IV) without the inclusion of normal controls. The ganglia, thalamus and brainstem), its functional relationship to the pallidum is unclear. In view of anatomical connections narrow range of motor disability in this cohort may explain why variability in motor cortical metabolism contributed between the deep cerebellar nuclei and the pedunculopontine tegmental nucleus, one may consider the possibility of comparatively little to the resulting covariance pattern. Although these patients had similar degrees of clinical cerebellar influences on GPi activity through the anatomical/ functional interface of the pedunculopontine tegmental disability, they did vary in their spontaneous GPi neuronal activity and in their expression of an independently identified nucleus (Hazrati and Parent, 1992) . Similarly, the role of the midbrain in this network is also unknown. Pallidal-related metabolic brain topography corresponding specifically to GPi outflow projections. Our findings indicate that individual metabolic activity in this region may correspond to projections Parkinson's disease: implications for future strategies in treatment. differences in these physiological and metabolic parameters [Review] . Mov Disord 1990; 5: 100-8. are interrelated in spite of the presence of an appreciable time interval between the two measurements. Indeed, these 
